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Date:    Customer:      

Project:        

Type:     Qty:     

KURH- ________ - _________- LED ______- ______ - INT _______

kreon 
raga

stone / steel finish frame finish light 
source cct cRI electrical  

gear
mounting 

anchor

RH            raga horizontal 

                 surface mounted              

                 luminaire          

   

MB  
metal black

MBW 
metal black wide 
beam

NM ² 
nero marquina

CB ² 
carrara bianco 

HGB 
high gloss black frame 
finishing

SST 
brushed stainless 
steel frame finishing

BRC 
brushed red copper 
frame finishing

LED 27 
2700K

80 
CRI80

INT 
gear included 
120V - On/Off 
driver only.

CA 
concrete 
anchor

FA 
flooring 
anchor

Ordering Example:  KURH-NM-HGB-LED-27-80-INT-CP

raga horizontal
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Description

kreon raga is a geometrically shaped exterior bollard 
luminaire complemented by white and black marble or 
steel that reflect its mass. The units are sealed to IP66 
and are fitted with linear LEDs to provide an attractive 
surrounding glow.

Additional ground pins and concrete anchors ensure 
a firm installation in any type of ground. Sealants and 
weatherproof coatings protect kreon raga against acid 
rain and salt.

Mounting surface mounted luminaire for all floors. 

Material

Made from high-pressure die cast aluminum. Surface 
treatment by powder-coated.

Customize your look - mix and match the finish with a 
frame finish of choice.

Optical system / LED’s Available in 2700K, warm dim. CRI 80+..  

Controls / Dimming On/Off only.

ETL / UL Testing pending by ETL for installation in the US and 
Canada. Ingress Protection – IP66

LED WARRANTY
5YEAR

raga horizontal
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finish and frames
luminaire
made from marble and or steel

marble is treated with sealant

finishes
front & back

metal black

carraca bianco

nero marquino

frames:
high gloss weatherproof black powder coated

brushed stainless steel

brushed red copper with weather coating

raga horizontal, 
carrara,  
high gloss black 
frame

raga horizontal, 
metal black 
stainless steel frame

raga horizontal,  
nero marquina 
red satin copper 
frame

raga horizontal, 
carrara marble,  
stainless sleel frame
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raga concrete mounting

1. Raga Concrete Anchor

3. Make a hole with following minimum dimensions: Amin= 155 Bmin=90 
Cmin=183  Provide 120v power supply and earthing cable

2. Make sure main voltage is disconnected before proceeding

4. Place anchor in hole, mind the orientation. Pull cables through the 
opening. Make a plate (provided by others) and attach it to the anchor so it 
can be correctly positioned and stays in place.

5. Make sure the top surface of the anchor is flush with the ground.  
Make sure the anchor is leveled. Pour concrete.

6. Fill up hole with ground material.
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raga flooring mounting

1. Raga Flooring Anchor

3. Place anchor underneath floor boards & align in place.

2. Drill three holes. Make an opening in the flooring close to the drilled holes 
to have acces underneeth the floor boards Minimum cut out dims: 145mm x 
80 mm. Remove liner from double sided tape.

4. Close the acces opening If the flooring  type does not allow double sided 
tape, leave the acces hole open and hold anchor in place while installing 
Raga
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PhotometryPhotometry

raga horizontal

KURH-27-80-BLK-INT
Source Lumens: 540 lumens

Maximum Candela: 5649.59

CCT: 2700K

CRI: 80+

Power: 12W

Luminaire Output:  
540 lumens (45 lm/W)


